[surface gloss provides important]{.smallcaps} information about the characteristics of visual objects: for instance, shiny metal objects are usually manufactured recently and have better conductance than rusty metal, whereas fresh apples have glossier skin than rotten ones. However, the estimation of gloss poses a difficult challenge to the visual system: the viewer has to separate the surface properties of the object from information about the illumination and three-dimensional (3D) shape of the object ([@B1]). Here, we sought to investigate the neural circuits that play a role in meeting this challenge to estimate gloss.

A number of investigators have studied the neural basis of gloss computations by manipulating the specular and diffuse surface-reflectance properties of objects ([@B20]; [@B36], [@B37]; [@B39]; [@B48]; [@B51]). For instance, functional MRI (fMRI) and single-cell recordings in the macaque brain have demonstrated that gloss information from reflections of the surrounding environment (i.e., specular reflections) is processed along the ventral visual pathway from V1, V2, V3, and V4 to superior temporal sulcus and inferior temporal cortex ([@B36]; [@B39]). Similarly, human studies suggested that specular highlight cues to gloss are primarily processed in the ventral processing stream: V4, ventral occipital 1/2 area, lateral occipital (LO) area, collateral sulcus, and posterior fusiform sulcus (pFs) ([@B48]; [@B51]). Furthermore, these human studies suggested the involvement of V3B/kinetic occipital (KO) in gloss processing.

This previous work has involved participants looking at (stereoscopically) flat pictorial representations of glossy surfaces. This follows the tradition of psychophysical studies that have identified a number of pictorial signals that could be used to identify surface-reflectance properties ([@B2]; [@B14], [@B13]; [@B16]; [@B17]; [@B22]; [@B23], [@B24]; [@B26]; [@B27]; [@B29]; [@B30]). For convenience, we will refer to these types of pictorial cues as "monocular," in the sense that they allow a viewer to gain an impression of surface gloss based on a single view of the stimuli.

In addition to monocular gloss cues, it is clear that potentially important information about surface-reflectance properties comes from binocular cues. In particular, the observation of glossy surfaces binocularly typically results in the two eyes registering a different pattern of reflections, such that specular reflections are displaced away from the physical surface in depth ([@B5]; [@B21]; [@B53]). Past psychophysical work has shown that these binocular signals can strongly modulate the impression of surface gloss ([@B5]; [@B21]; [@B32]; [@B38]; [@B46]; [@B53], [@B52]). For instance, [@B5] showed that the simple change in the disparity of a highlight with respect to a physical surface could lead to a considerable change in participants\' perceptual impression of surface gloss. Moreover, work characterizing the properties of binocular reflections has shown that the disparities evoked by such stimuli often differ substantially from the disparities evoked when viewing matte objects: disparity gradients are larger, and there can be large, vertical offsets between corresponding image features ([@B34], [@B33]).

Here, we sought to test for cortical areas engaged by monocular and binocular cues to gloss. The logic of our approach was to contrast stimuli that differed in binocular disparity structure or material appearance and thereby, localize fMRI responses to disparity vs. perceived gloss. An ideal stimulus set would therefore contain the following: *1*) items that had the same material appearance but different disparity structures and *2*) the same disparity but different material appearance, whereas in all cases, keeping other image features identical. Although this ideal scenario is difficult to meet, here, we develop an approach that allows us to implement and address it. In particular, we used a computer graphics rendering approach ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) to create stimuli for which we could independently manipulate monocular and binocular gloss cues.

![Stimuli used for binocular and nonstereoscopic gloss experiments. *A*: synthetic objects ("potatoes") were rendered under 3 different illumination maps (Debevec 1998) to create the stimuli. *B*: schematic illustration of the rendering procedure and example stereograms for each condition (cross the eyes to fuse the image pairs). Mirror condition: reflections entering each eye follow the law of specular reflection, creating a physically correct image of a polished object, reflecting its surrounding environment (schematically illustrated using the color spectrum for a single point, P, on the surface of the object). Painted condition: pixel intensities for each location on the surface of the object are determined based on the reflection of a ray cast from midway between the participant\'s eyes. The object is imaged from the true positions of the 2 eyes, meaning that the environment effectively acts as a texture painted onto the surface of the object. Anti-mirror condition: the reflected ray vectors are reversed for the 2 eyes, so the left eye images a portion of the environment appropriate for the right eye. This alters the disparities produced by reflection, but the object appears glossy. Flat condition: we randomly select the image of 1 eye (the right eye in the example) and present it to both eyes. Objects look flat, and specular reflections have the same apparent depth as the image plane. *C*: an example stimulus in the nonstereoscopic gloss session. Specular components are presented in the Glossy condition, whereas in the Matte condition, the specular components are rotated by 45° in the image plane, making the object appear matte.](z9k0051636300001){#F1}

We manipulated the rendering process to change the locations from which pixel intensities are determined, while keeping the viewing position constant \[see [@B33] for a detailed description\]. This allowed us to create four binocular conditions. First, we used physically correct rendering of objects with mirrored surfaces, reflecting a natural scene (Mirror, [Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Second, we created a "painted" condition, in which the reflections were "stuck" onto the surface of the object. This had the effect that monocular features were almost identical to a glossy object, but when stimuli were viewed stereoscopically, the object appeared matte \[[@B34]; see also [@B13] for the analogous case with motion\]. Third, we modified the rendering process to create physically incorrect specular reflections (Anti-mirror, [Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). These stimuli had different overall disparity values but nevertheless, evoked an impression of surface gloss. Finally, we presented the same image to the two eyes, creating the impression of a stereoscopically flat object, for which gloss was defined solely by monocular cues ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We thereby sought to test for neural responses relating to changes in binocular signals vs. the perceptual interpretation of surface material properties. In addition, to draw comparisons with neuronal responses to gloss defined by monocular cues, we measured fMRI responses when participants viewed stimuli, for which we used an image-editing technique to alter the impression of surface gloss ([Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In this way, we aimed to reveal common responses to gloss defined by differences in monocular and binocular cues.

METHODS {#sec1}
=======

Participants {#sec1-1}
------------

Twelve participants with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in the experiment. One was an author (H.-C. Sun), and the remainder were naïve. Three were men, and age ranged between 19 and 39 yr. Participants were screened for normal stereoacuity and MRI safety. They provided written, informed consent. All participants took part in three fMRI sessions: one binocular gloss session, one nonstereoscopic gloss session (see *Stimuli* and *Design and Procedure*), and one localizer session (see *ROI definition*). The study was approved by the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics Ethical Review Committee of the University of Birmingham. Nonauthor participants received course credits or monetary compensation.

Apparatus and Stimuli {#sec1-2}
---------------------

### Apparatus. {#sec1-2-1}

Stimulus presentation was controlled using Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and Psychtoolbox ([@B6]; [@B44]). The stimuli were back projected by a pair of projectors (JVC D-ILA-SX21) onto a translucent screen inside the bore of the magnet. To present stereoscopic stimuli, the projectors were fitted with spectral comb filters (Infitec, Gerstetten, Germany) \[see [@B45]\]. This presentation technique allows stereoscopic presentation of color images, with only slight differences in the color spectra presented to each eye, and low crosstalk between the two eyes\' views. Participants viewed the stimuli binocularly via a front-surface mirror fixed on the head coil with a viewing distance of 65 cm. In the nonstereoscopic gloss session, participants viewed stimuli (binocularly) without wearing the Infitec glasses. Luminance outputs from the projectors were measured using Admesy Brontes-LL colorimeter (Ittervoort, Netherlands) and then linearized and equated for the red-green-blue channels separately with Mcalibrator2 ([@B4]). Participant responses during the scan were collected using an optic fiber button box.

### Stimuli. {#sec1-2-2}

A central fixation square (0.5° side length) was displayed in the background to provide a constant reference to promote correct eye vergence. We performed the experiment in two sessions: a binocular gloss session and a nonstereoscopic gloss session. For the binocular gloss session, we used Matlab to create three different 3D objects \[created by randomly distorted spheres, that look like potatoes at arms\' length ([@B34], [@B33])\]. The rendering procedure involved using objects with known surface geometries presented at a viewing distance of 65 cm ([Fig. 1*A*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The objects had perfectly specular surfaces and reflected one of three different spherical illumination maps \[extracted from [@B12]\], which for rendering purposes, were located at optical infinity ([Fig. 1*A*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The rendered images produced objects that were ∼7° in diameter. These were presented at the center of the screen, with ±0.4° jitter from the center to reduce the buildup of adaptation across repeated presentations at the center of the screen.

To produce stimuli for the four experimental conditions (mirror, painted, anti-mirror, flat) in the binocular gloss session, we made subtle modifications to the stimulus-rendering process \[for full details and mathematical implementation, see [@B33]\]. In particular, under standard mirror reflection ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), stimuli are rendered by finding the pixel value of point *P* in the image of left eye (*E*~*L*~) and right eye (*E*~*R*~) by reflecting the viewing vectors from left eye (*V*~*L*~) and right eye (*V*~*R*~) around the surface normal (*n*) to calculate the reflected ray vectors *ω*~*L*~ and *ω*~*R*~ \[e.g., *ω*~*L*~ = 2 (*n V*~*L*~) *n* + *V*~*L*~\]. These point to particular image intensities in the spherical illumination map, determining the pixel intensities that should be presented to *E*~*L*~ and *E*~*R*~ (see [Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"} for an illustration of this process). With the use of computer graphics, we changed the locations from which the objects are imaged for the purpose of defining the pixel intensities of the object, while keeping the stereoview frustum constant ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) \[see [@B33]\]. This allowed us to manipulate the stereoscopic information from the reflections to create four different conditions, while leaving monocular images almost constant.

Specifically, first, in the mirror condition ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), stimuli are generated following the normal specular reflection, creating the impression of a mirrored object. Second, in the painted condition ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), the specular reflections act like a texture and are effectively stuck onto the surface of the object. This means that the specular reflections have the same stereoscopic depth as the object\'s surface, although the images still contain classic monocular signals to reflection, such as the distortions of the surrounding illumination map. In the painted case, the stereoscopic information largely overrides these monocular cues, greatly reducing the perception of surface gloss ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Third, in the anti-mirror condition ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), we reversed the locations from which image intensities in the environment are determined between the two eyes. This leads to a considerable change in the disparity structure of the images ([@B34]); nevertheless, the stimuli are perceived to have a similar glossy appearance to that of a correctly rendered mirror ([@B32]) ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, we created a flat condition ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), in which the same image of the object was presented to both eyes, again reducing participants\' overall impression of gloss ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Results of psychophysical ratings of perceived gloss for the different binocular conditions. Participants (*n* = 6; different from the participants of scan sessions) were presented with 4 pairs of stereo stimuli (corresponding to the 4 conditions) concurrently on a screen viewed with 3D prism glasses (NVP3D) in the laboratory. The shape and illumination of each stimulus pair were randomly chosen from the 3 different potato shapes and the 3 different illumination maps described in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Participants were asked to choose the most and the least glossy object by pressing numerical keys that correspond to the position of the 4 stereo stimuli on the screen. Judgments were blocked into 180 trials, with block order counterbalanced across participants. The probability of choosing each condition was averaged across participants. Bar graphs show mean selection probability ±1 SE. A 1-way repeated-measures ANOVA (mirror, painted, anti-mirror, flat) was significant for both blocks (*F*~3,15~ = 12.0, *P* \< 0.001 for most glossy block; *F*~3,15~ = 27.3, *P* \< 0.001 for least glossy block). \**P* \< 0.05, significant differences based on Tukey\'s honest significant difference (HSD) post hoc tests.](z9k0051636300002){#F2}

To ensure generality in identifying signals related to surface appearance, we used a different set of stimuli in the nonstereoscopic gloss session. In particular, we used single-view renderings of 3D objects (3 different shapes) generated in Blender 2.67a (The Blender project: <http://www.blender.org/>; Stichting Blender Foundation, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Participants were presented stimuli in four conditions \[Glossy, Matte, Rough, and Textured; see [@B49]\]. Only data from the Glossy and Matte conditions are presented here. The Rough and Textured conditions are not directly relevant to the current study. To generate the Glossy and Matte stimuli, we first rendered the objects with a specular surface component. We then edited the images in Adobe Photoshop, using the "color range" tool to extract the portions of the objects corresponding to specular reflections (i.e., lighter portions of the shape in [Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, where fuzziness parameter of the color range tool was set to 40 to isolate the specular highlights). We then pasted these highlights onto a rendering of the object produced with no specular surface reflection. When pasted into the "correct" locations (i.e., those that contained highlights for the specular surface), the object appeared glossy ([Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}); however, when rotated 45° in the image plane, the surface no longer appeared glossy ([Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; Wilcoxon signed-rank test, two-tailed, *n* = 7, W = 26, *P* \< 0.05). This difference in appearance between the two conditions is likely to be due to the incoherence between the position/orientation of the highlights and the contextual information about shape and illumination ([@B2]; [@B23]; [@B29]).

Note that the basic appearance of the stimuli is (deliberately) quite different for the binocular ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and nonstereoscopic ([Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) imaging sessions, as we wished to test for generalization of the impression of gloss that could not be ascribed to simple image features (e.g., contours) or the overall 3D shape. Moreover, note that we did not directly compare brain activity between the two types of stimuli; rather, we looked for generalization across contrasts conducted within each stimulus set (i.e., "gloss vs. matte" generalized to "mirrored vs. painted").

### MRI data acquisition. {#sec1-2-3}

A 3 Tesla Philips Achieva scanner with an eight-channel phase-array head coil was used to obtain all MRI images at the Birmingham University Imaging Centre. Functional whole-brain scans with an echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence \[axial 32 slices, repetition time (TR) 2,000 ms, echo time (TE) 35 ms, voxel size 2.5 × 2.5 (inplane) × 3 (thickness) mm, flip angle 80°, matrix size 96 × 94\] were obtained for each participant. The EPI images were acquired in an ascending, interleaved order for all participants. The same sequence was used in both sessions. T1-weighted, high-resolution anatomical scans (sagittal 175 slices, TR 8.4 ms, TE 3.8 ms, flip angle 8°, voxel size 1 mm^3^) were also obtained to reconstruct cortical surfaces of individual participants and to achieve precise coregistrations of EPI images onto individual anatomical spaces.

Design and Procedure {#sec1-3}
--------------------

A block design was used in both sessions. Each session took ∼1.5 h, during which each participant completed in 7--10 runs for the binocular gloss session and 8--10 runs for the nonstereoscopic gloss session (depending on setup time and the participants\' needs to rest between scans). The run length was 400 and 368 s for the binocular and nonstereoscopic gloss sessions, respectively. Each run started with four dummy scans to prevent startup magnetization transients and consisted of 16 experimental blocks, each lasting 16 s. There were four block types (i.e., 1 for each condition), repeated four times in a run. In each block of the binocular gloss session, 10 objects were presented in a pseudo-random order. Stimuli were presented for 1,000 ms with a 600-ms interstimulus interval (ISI). Participants were instructed to maintain fixation and perform an oddball task for glossiness judgments. Specifically, at the end of each block (signaled to the participants by a change in the fixation marker), participants had to indicate if all of the presented objects had the same glossiness (i.e., all matte or all glossy) or whether one of the presented objects differed in gloss. They had 2 s to make their response before the next block began. They were able to perform this task well \[mean discriminability (d′) = 2.04; SE = 0.31\]. Five, 16 s fixation blocks were interposed after the 3rd, 5th, 8th, 11th, and 13th stimulus blocks to measure fMRI signal baseline. In addition, 16 s fixation blocks were interposed at the beginning and at the end of the scan, making a total of seven fixation blocks during one experimental run. An illustration of the scan procedure is provided in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. In the nonstereoscopic gloss session, stimuli were presented for 500 ms with a 500-ms ISI. Participants were instructed to maintain fixation and perform a one-back matching task, whereby they pressed a button if the same image was presented twice in a row. They were able to perform this task well (mean d′ = 2.03; SE = 0.10). Other details were the same as for the binocular gloss session.

![The stimulus presentation protocol in binocular gloss session for 1 scan. On each run, 23 blocks were presented (16 s + 2 s response time each), including 7 fixation blocks and 16 experimental blocks. During each experimental block, stimuli were presented for 1,000 ms with a 600-ms interstimulus interval (ISI). Participants were instructed to detect stimuli that differed from the others in terms of glossiness (oddball detection task for glossiness).](z9k0051636300003){#F3}

Data Analysis {#sec1-4}
-------------

### fMRI data processing. {#sec1-4-1}

The basic data processing procedures for both the binocular and the nonstereoscopic gloss sessions are identical to our previous studies ([@B48], [@B49]). To summarize the procedure, we computed the global signal variance of the blood oxygenation level-dependent signal for each run using the whole-brain average of activity across volumes. If this exceeded 0.23%, then the scan run was excluded from further analysis to avoid the influence of scanner drifts, physiological noise, or other artifacts ([@B19]). On this basis, 17/146 runs and 6/118 runs across 12 participants for binocular and nonstereoscopic gloss sessions, respectively, were excluded from further analysis.

### ROI definition. {#sec1-4-2}

A total of 15 regions of interest (ROIs) was defined. For all participants, V1, V2, V3v, V4, V3d, V3A, V3B/KO region, human motion complex (hMT+)/V5, LO region, and pFs were defined by localizers in a separate session, as in previous studies ([@B3]; [@B15]; [@B31]; [@B48]). For 7 of the 12 participants, higher dorsal areas V7, ventral intraparietal sulcus (VIPS), parieto-occipital IPS (POIPS), dorsal IPS medial (DIPSM), and dorsal IPS anterior (DIPSA) were also defined by a localizer, in which a random-dot stereogram with 3D structure from motion information was contrasted with moving dots without stereogram and structure from motion information ([@B41], [@B43]). For the other five participants, V7 was identified as anterior and dorsal to V3A and other dorsal areas, defined according to Talairach coordinates (x,y,z = \[30, −78, 27\] for right VIPS; \[−27, −72, 30\] for left VIPS; \[24, −75, 45\] for right POIPS; \[−18, −72, 54\] for left POIPS; \[18, −60, 63\] for right DIPSM; \[−15, −63, 60\] for left DIPSM; \[39, −36, 54\] for right DIPSA; \[−36, −48, 60\] for left DIPSA), and draws around general linear model *t*-value maps that had a *t* value greater than zero for the contrast of "all experiment conditions vs. fixation block" ([@B15]; [@B31]; [@B42]).

### Additional fMRI analysis. {#sec1-4-3}

We used multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA) to compute prediction accuracies for the experimental conditions. We selected voxels by first computing the contrast "all experimental conditions vs. fixation" and then selecting the top 250 voxels from this contrast within each ROI of each individual participant ([@B3]). If a participant had \<250 voxels in a particular ROI, then we used the maximum number of voxels that had *t* \> 0. After selecting the voxels, we extracted the time series (shifted by 4 s to account for the hemodynamics response delay) and converted the data z-scores. Then, the voxel-by-voxel signal magnitudes for a stimulus condition were obtained by averaging over eight time points (TRs; = 1 block) separately for each scanning run. To remove baseline differences in the response patterns between stimulus conditions and scanning runs, we normalized by subtracting the mean for each time point. To perform the MVPA, we used a linear support vector machine (SVM), implemented in the LIBSVM toolbox ([http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm](http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvm)) ([@B11]) to discriminate the different conditions in each ROI. In the training phase, 24 response patterns for each stimulus condition were used as a training dataset for those participants that completed 7 runs, and 36 response patterns were used for those who completed 10 runs. Then, four response patterns for each condition were classified by the trained classifier in the test phase. These training/test sessions were repeated and validated by a leave-one-run-out cross-validation procedure. The ROI-based prediction accuracy for each participant was defined as a mean of these cross-validation classifications. In situations where there were different numbers of samples between two conditions in a contrast (e.g., mirror and anti-mirror vs. painted), we used balanced weight vectors for each class by adjusting the *j* parameter in the LIBSVM toolbox to eliminate bias from a different number of samples in the training dataset. We also used a searchlight classification analysis approach ([@B25]), whereby we defined a spherical ROI with 8 mm radius and moved it through the entire volume of cortex with masking volumes so that the searchlight sphere only captured gray-matter voxels. For each location, we recomputed the SVM classification analysis.

RESULTS {#sec2}
=======

To test for visual responses related to binocular and monocular cues to gloss, we first identified ROIs within the visual and parietal cortex using independent localizer scans ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We then used MVPA to test for responses related to the impression of glossy vs. matte surfaces. In particular, we used responses in different experimental conditions to understand how fMRI signals might relate to changes in the material appearance of the viewed object vs. changes in the disparity-defined depth structure. To this end, we concentrated on three main contrasts ([Fig. 5*A*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). First, we tested for responses related to surface gloss, contrasting the mirror and anti-mirror conditions \[both perceived as glossy ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and their averaged, overall disparity is (approximately) the same as in the painted condition\] against the painted object (perceptually matte). Second, we performed a contrast between the mirror and anti-mirror conditions; the logic of this contrast is that although both appear glossy, the raw disparity composition of the shapes is quite different. Third, we contrasted the painted and flat conditions, which provides the maximal change in 3D shape, whereas both are interpreted as not evoking a strong impression of gloss ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In the extreme scenario of a cortical region specialized for processing surface material, we would expect to be able to decode glossy vs. matte renderings of the stimuli but not the difference between mirror and anti-mirror conditions or the difference between the painted and flat conditions.

![Searchlight classification analysis results for binocular (*A*) and nonstereoscopic (*B*) gloss conditions across 12 participants. The color code represents significant *t* value of Mirror vs. Flat and Glossy vs. Matte classification accuracies in *A* and *B*, respectively (testing against chance level 0.5). Blue, dashed lines are the ROI boundaries that we defined with independent localizer scans. The significance level is *P* \< 0.05, with cluster-size thresholding 25 mm^2^. Regions with significant results are presented on the flat maps of 1 representative participant. Note that since classification results are averaged across participants and then presented on the flat maps of 1 representative participant, individual ROI boundaries may not perfectly fit the group level.](z9k0051636300004){#F4}

![MVPA prediction performance across 12 participants for \[mirror and anti-mirror\] vs. painted (black bars), mirror vs. anti-mirror (gray bars), and painted vs. flat (white bars; *A*). The bars reflect mean prediction accuracy with ±1 SE. Solid horizontal lines represent chance performance for the binary classification (0.5); dotted horizontal lines represent the upper 95th percentile with permutation tests (1,000 repetitions for each ROI of each participant with randomly shuffling stimulus condition labels per test). The one-tailed, 95% boundaries of accuracy distributions were averaged across all ROIs, which were 52.52% for \[mirror and anti-mirror\] vs. painted, 53.11% for mirror vs. anti-mirror, and 53.13% for painted vs. flat. Asterisks at the bottom of the bars represent accuracies significantly above the shuffled baseline (*P* \< 0.05, one-tailed, Bonferroni corrected). *B*: d′ difference between \[mirror and anti-mirror\] vs. painted and mirror vs. anti-mirror classification is used as a Gloss index. The d′ difference between painted vs. flat and mirror vs. anti-mirror is used as a 3D structure index. Dotted horizontal lines represent the upper 95th percentile of permutation tests (1,000 repetitions). Asterisks at the bottom of the bars indicate that the index was significantly above the shuffled baseline (*P* \< 0.05, one-tailed, Bonferroni corrected). Black dots above bar pairs represent significant difference between the 2 indexes (Tukey\'s HSD post hoc test at *P* \< 0.05).](z9k0051636300005){#F5}

We found that we were able to predict the stimulus from the fMRI data at levels reliably above chance (*P* \< 0.05, one-tailed, Bonferroni corrected) in multiple ROIs (V4, LO, V3d, V3A, V3B/KO, hMT+/V5, V7, VIPS, DIPSM, DIPSA) when contrasting the mirror and anti-mirror conditions against their painted counterparts ([Fig. 5*A*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests widespread sensitivity to differences in the material appearance, whether or not the specular reflections are physically correct. Considering the differences between the mirror and anti-mirror conditions ([Fig. 5*A*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), we were not able to predict the stimuli reliably in any ROI. This failure to decode differences between the two conditions might suggest widespread responses that respond to glossy appearance and thus do not differentiate between the mirror and anti-mirror conditions. Nevertheless, the interpretation of such a null result requires caution: disparity differences between the stimuli may have been insufficient to support decoding, or the size of the differences between mirror and anti-mirror conditions may have been dwarfed by the disparity differences between the different 3D shapes that were presented. Finally, the contrast in the painted and flat conditions ([Fig. 5*A*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) revealed above chance-prediction accuracies in V3B/KO, hMT+/V5, V7, and LO (*P* \< 0.05, one-tailed, Bonferroni corrected). The decoding performance in this condition allows us to identify areas sensitive to changes in the 3D structure of the shapes. The result is consistent with previous work, suggesting sensitivity to disparity-defined depth in these areas ([@B3]; [@B15]; [@B31]).

To facilitate comparison of performance between conditions, we calculated a "3D structure index" to examine decoding performance that could be attributed to information about 3D shape. We expressed prediction performance in units of d′ and contrasted performance for the mirror vs. anti-mirror condition with the painted vs. flat condition, based on a simple subtraction. The logic of this contrast is that for both sets of comparisons, there is minimal difference in the material appearance of the shapes, so the contrast reflects differences in the 3D structure of the shapes in both conditions. We also created a "Gloss index" by contrasting performance in the mirror vs. anti-mirror contrast with the \[mirror and anti-mirror\] vs. painted classification. The logic of this contrast is to compare similarly glossy objects (with different disparity information) with differentially glossy objects (with different disparity information). The formulas of the two indices are presented as the following: 3D structure index = d′(painted vs. flat) − d′(mirror vs. anti-mirror); Gloss index = d′(mirror and anti-mirror vs. painted) − d′(mirror vs. anti-mirror).

We used mirror vs. anti-mirror as a baseline for normalizing 3D structure index and Gloss index, because in this contrast, both conditions have the same visual appearance (glossy) and similar 3D structure. The comparison between the two indices is suggestive of whether a brain area is more specialized for gloss processing or 3D structure processing. We present the two indices across all ROIs in [Fig. 5*B*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. We first considered whether the indices are significantly above chance level (*P* \< 0.05, one-tailed, Bonferroni corrected), using permutation tests to calculate 95% shuffled baseline of d′ difference for Gloss index (0.14) and 3D structure index (0.16). We found that the Gloss index was significantly above chance in DIPSA (*t*~11~ = 4.4, *P* \< 0.01) and LO (*t*~11~ = 5.3, *P* \< 0.01), suggesting that signals in these areas are discriminable based on gloss information. For the 3D structure index, we found sensitivity significantly above chance in V3B/KO (*t*~11~ = 3.5, *P* \< 0.05) and LO (*t*~11~ = 4.1, *P* \< 0.05). These results suggest that LO processes information relevant to both 3D structure and material properties.

We next sought to compare the indices against each other. To this end, we ran a 2 (Gloss index and 3D structure index) × 15 (ROIs) repeated-measures ANOVA. This indicated a main effect of ROI (*F*~14,154~ = 2.5, *P* \< 0.01) and importantly, a significant interaction with index (*F*~14,154~ = 2.8, *P* \< 0.01). We then used post hoc contrasts to test the differences between the indices in each ROI. We found a significantly higher Gloss index in V2, pFs, DIPSM, and DIPSA, suggesting areas preferentially engaged in the processing of material properties ([Fig. 5*B*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). It is reassuring to note that areas V2 and pFs were previously found to be involved in the processing of information about specular reflectance from monocular cues ([@B48]; [@B51]), suggesting that they represent general information about surface gloss regardless of the source. In summary, LO appears to process both surface properties and 3D structure information, whereas V2, pFs, DIPSM, and DIPSA selectively process surface properties. Transfer analysis between \[mirror and anti-mirror vs. painted\] and \[flat vs. painted\] suggested that the processing of surface properties and 3D structure information involves the same voxels in LO (see [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

![MVPA prediction performance across 12 participants for transfer analysis between \[mirror and anti-mirror vs. painted\] and \[flat vs. painted\]. We trained the SVM classifier to discriminate \[mirror and anti-mirror vs. painted\] and tested whether it is distinguishable for \[flat vs. painted\] (black bars). We also tested the transfer effect in the other way (white bars). The bars reflect mean classification accuracy with ±1 SE. Solid horizontal lines represent chance performance 0.5 for the binary classification. Dotted horizontal lines represent the upper 95th percentile with permutation tests (1,000 repetitions). The one-tailed, 95% boundaries of accuracy distributions for black bars were 52.24% and 53.17% for white bars. Asterisks at the top of the bars represent that the accuracies were significantly above the shuffled baseline (*P* \< 0.05, one-tailed, Bonferroni corrected).](z9k0051636300006){#F6}

To ensure that we had not missed any important loci of activity related to gloss or structure, we used a searchlight classification analysis ([Fig. 4*A*](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). This confirmed that locations identified by the searchlight procedure fell within those we had sampled using our ROI localizer approach.

In addition to making measurements of binocularly defined gloss, we used an image-editing procedure to alter the impression of gloss evoked by monocular cues ([Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). As an initial analysis of the fMRI responses evoked by viewing these stimuli, we tested for the ability of an MVPA classifier to discriminate glossy vs. matte stimuli. [Figure 7*A*](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the classification results of Glossy vs. Matte stimuli. We found widespread performance above chance (*P* \< 0.05, one-tailed, Bonferroni corrected) when comparing between glossy and matte versions of the stimuli (V1, V2, V3v, V4, LO, pFs, V3d, V3A, V3B/KO, POIPS). This was consistent with an MVPA of data collected in a previous study ([@B48]) that contrasted objects rendered with different surface-reflection parameters to alter perceived gloss ([Fig. 7*B*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This also indicates that the additional conditions (Rough and Textured) that were used in the nonstereoscopic gloss session had a very limited effect on gloss processing, because the results are consistent with our previous study ([@B48]), which did not contain Rough and Textured conditions.

![MVPA prediction performance for Glossy vs. Matte in nonstereoscopic gloss session in the current study (*A*) and in our previous study ([@B48]) with a group of 15 participants (*B*). The bars reflect mean classification accuracy with ±1 SE. Solid horizontal lines represent chance performance 0.5 for the binary classification. Dotted horizontal lines represent the upper 95th percentile with permutation tests (1,000 repetitions). The one-tailed, 95% boundaries of accuracy distributions in *A* were 52.79% and 52.39% in *B*. Asterisks at the top of the bars represent that the accuracies were significantly above the shuffled baseline (*P* \< 0.05, one-tailed, Bonferroni corrected). Higher dorsal areas (V7--DIPSA) were not defined in *B*, as the parietal localizer was not applied in that study.](z9k0051636300007){#F7}

Considering the nonstereoscopic gloss results together with the preceding binocular gloss results suggests that some cortical areas (i.e., V3d, V3A, V3B/KO, V4, LO) support the decoding of both monocular and binocular gloss cues. However, our critical interest was whether the same neural populations (as sampled by voxels) were involved in processing of both binocular and monocular gloss cues. To examine this issue, we performed a transfer analysis to test whether training a classifier on gloss defined by monocular cues (nonstereoscopic imaging session) would support predictions for fMRI responses evoked by binocular cues (and vice versa). Our expectation was that a cortical area that shows transfer in both directions would suggest an area intricately involved in processing gloss, regardless of its image source.

We first trained the SVM classifier to discriminate \[Glossy vs. Matte\] conditions in the nonstereoscopic gloss session and then tested whether the classifier could discriminate \[mirror and anti-mirror vs. painted\] activation in the binocular gloss session. We found significant transfer from monocular to binocular gloss in areas V1, V2, V3d, and V3B/KO ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). We then tested whether there was transfer from binocular gloss to monocular gloss but found no evidence for transfer in this direction ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). As a follow-up analysis, we also conducted a searchlight classification analysis, in case our ROI approach did not capture important loci of activity. This analysis confirmed our choice of ROIs and reconfirmed that whereas we observed transfer from monocular to binocular gloss cues ([Fig. 9*A*](#F9){ref-type="fig"}), we did not observe transfer from binocular to monocular gloss cues ([Fig. 9*B*](#F9){ref-type="fig"}).

![MVPA prediction performance across 12 participants for the transfer analysis between binocular and monocular gloss cues. We trained the SVM classifier to discriminate \[Glossy *vs*. Matte\] conditions in nonstereoscopic gloss session and tested whether it could predict \[mirror and anti-mirror vs. painted\] in the binocular gloss session (black bars). We also tested the transfer effect the other way (white bars). The bars reflect mean classification accuracy with ±1 SE. Solid horizontal lines represent chance performance 0.5 for the binary classification. Dotted horizontal lines represent the upper 95th percentile with permutation tests (1,000 repetitions for each ROI). Asterisks at the top of the bars represent that the accuracies were significantly above shuffled baseline (*P* \< 0.05, one-tailed, without correction).](z9k0051636300008){#F8}

![Searchlight transfer analysis results. *A*: we trained the SVM classifier to discriminate \[Glossy vs. Matte\] conditions in the nonstereoscopic gloss session and then tested \[mirror and anti-mirror vs. painted\] in the binocular gloss session. *B*: we tested for transfer in the opposite direction. The color code represents the *t* value against chance level (0.5), with 25 mm^2^ cluster-size thresholding. Significant transfer is found, primarily by training on nonstereoscopic gloss cues and subsequently testing on binocular information but not in the opposite direction.](z9k0051636300009){#F9}

DISCUSSION {#sec3}
==========

Here, we sought to test for cortical areas involved in the processing of gloss from binocular and monocular cues to surface material. We sampled fMRI activity from across the visual processing hierarchy and contrasted fMRI responses in conditions that evoked different impressions of surface gloss. We found that ventral area LO supported the decoding of information about both the material properties of objects and 3D structure. By contrast, we found that differences in gloss were more discriminable than differences in disparity-defined shape based on fMRI responses in DIPSA. We contrasted responses to monocular and binocular signals to gloss, finding differential involvement of areas within the dorsal and ventral streams. Importantly, V3B/KO appeared to be involved in the processing of both types of information. This was supported by a transfer analysis that showed that binocularly specified gloss could be decoded using an algorithm trained on differences in perceived gloss specified by monocular features. These results point to the involvement of both ventral and dorsal brain areas in processing information related to gloss, with an intriguing confluence in area V3B/KO that has previously been associated with the processing of the 3D structure.

Our approach to investigating binocular cues to gloss was to make subtle modifications to the rendering process so that low-level image statistics were almost identical between different conditions. This allowed us to test for the neural processing of binocular signals to surface-reflectance properties, which are likely to interact with the processing of monocular cues to gloss (such as the luminance intensity of specular reflections and their contrast and spatial frequency) ([@B27]; [@B28]; [@B30]; [@B47]). To test the impression of gloss from monocular cues, we also used a simple image-editing technique that altered participants\' impressions of gloss by rotating specular highlight components in the image plane. This broke the relationship between surface curvatures specified by the image and the location of reflections ([Fig. 1*C*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and ensured that low-level image features were near identical ([@B2]; [@B23]; [@B29]). This is a different procedure to that used in previous studies that used spatial scrambling, phase scrambling, or changing overall luminance ([@B39]; [@B48]; [@B51]). It is reassuring that the results of this manipulation ([Fig. 7*A*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) converge with a comparable analysis of results from a previous study that used image scrambling ([Fig. 7*B*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B48]). In particular, both datasets indicate that monocular gloss cues are processed in ventral areas, as well as in dorsal areas V3d, V3A, and V3B/KO.

More broadly, our results suggest that gloss-related signals are processed in earlier visual areas (V1, V2, V3d, V3v) and ventral visual areas (V4, LO, pFs), consistent with previous findings ([@B39]; [@B51]). We provide converging evidence in line with two previous studies (using a different approach to generate stimuli) that human V3B/KO is involved in gloss processing ([@B48]; [@B51]). In addition, our results indicate that higher dorsal area POIPS supports the decoding of monocular gloss cues ([Fig. 7*A*](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). This is not something that has been found before ([@B48]; [@B51]). It is possible that our use of MVPA to analyze these data provides a more sensitive tool to reveal representations that were not detected using the standard general linear model contrasts in previous work. However, it is also possible that our image-editing technique evoked the impression of surface occlusion that increased the complexity of the viewed shape and may have promoted subtle differences in the degree to which the stimuli engaged the participants\' attention.

It is informative to compare the results we obtained in the nonstereoscopic and binocular gloss imaging sessions. Results from the nonstereoscopic gloss manipulations indicated responses in V1 and V2 that were not identified by the binocular gloss manipulations: this may be due to the very strong image similarity of the images across conditions for the binocular stimuli ([Fig. 1*B*](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, dorsal areas V3d, V3A, and V3B/KO were found to respond to both monocular and binocular gloss cues. This pattern suggests that these areas may represent general information about surface gloss regardless of how it is conveyed. Other dorsal areas (especially for hMT+/V5, V7, VIPS, DIPSM, and DIPSA) were engaged by the binocular gloss information but not by monocular gloss cues. Our finding of this dorsal involvement was not anticipated from previous studies of material perception; however, it is broadly consistent with previous imaging studies that have pointed to the strong involvement of dorsal areas in processing binocular cues ([@B3]; [@B15]; [@B31]; [@B35]; [@B50]). Higher ventral areas, such as V4 and LO, were also found to be involved in processing binocular gloss information. This is compatible with previous fMRI studies of material perception that have pointed to the involvement of higher ventral areas ([@B7], [@B8]; [@B9], [@B10]; [@B18]).

It is important to note that slightly different experimental procedures and tasks were used for the binocular and nonstereoscopic gloss sessions. In particular, we used an oddball task for the binocular session to make participants focus on binocular gloss information instead of simply judging on monocular changes (i.e., illumination and object shape), whereas we used a one-back task in the nonstereoscopic session. These differences may have affected the difference of SVM classification performance between the two sessions. However, the performance difference across ROIs within each session should not have been affected. Moreover, the evidence of transfer in V3B/KO, despite differences in procedure, may offer reassurance that this result is likely to be due to the common factors (i.e., gloss) between experiments, rather than differences in task or the 3D shapes.

Although we found clear evidence for fMRI responses that differentiated glossy and nonglossy binocular cues, we did not find activity patterns that supported the decoding of mirror vs. anti-mirror stimuli. From the perspective of the impression of surface material, this is not surprising (these stimuli look equally glossy); however, the stimuli do contain differences in binocular disparities that we might expect the brain to be able to decode. Nevertheless, our stimuli contained disparities that are difficult to fuse ([@B33]), perhaps leading to unstable and/or unreliable estimates of binocular disparities. In addition, we presented different shapes that had different disparity structures, meaning that the disparity differences within a shape between mirror and anti-mirrored stimuli may have been overcome by the differences between individual shapes.

We found that the preference for processing information about binocular gloss vs. 3D structure differed across ROIs. In particular, we found that V3B/KO, hMT+/V5, V7, and LO not only responded to binocular gloss information but also information about 3D structure ([Fig. 5*A*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The comparison between the Gloss index and the 3D structure index ([Fig. 5*B*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) shows that V2, DIPSM, DIPSA, and pFs had better classification performance for decoding binocular gloss information than 3D structure information, indicating that these areas may be more specialized for processing surface properties than 3D structure. Interestingly, V2 and pFs were also found to have selectivity for gloss information from specular reflectance in previous studies ([@B39]; [@B51]), as well as in the current study ([Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). The relatively weaker decoding performance in V2 and pFs for binocularly defined gloss suggests a preference for monocular gloss cues in these areas. By contrast, LO appears to respond to information about binocular gloss and 3D structure equally well ([Fig. 5*B*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), and most importantly, it was the only ROI that showed a strong transfer effect between the two kinds of information ([Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). One possible explanation is that the processing of binocular gloss and 3D structure influences each other, as shown by previous psychophysical studies ([@B5]; [@B34]).

A direct means to examine whether an area combines monocular and binocular gloss cues and represents surface gloss in a general way is to test whether the activities that afford classification evoked by one cue type can transfer to the classification of the other. Here, we trained an SVM classifier to discriminate between glossy and matte objects for monocular and binocular gloss information and found transfer effects from monocular to binocular cues in left V3B/KO (as well as a small part of V3v and V1; see [Fig. 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"}). However, we did not find a transfer effect from binocular to monocular gloss cues. A possible explanation for this asymmetry is that the underling neural populations that respond to binocular gloss are more specialized than those that respond to monocular gloss. Under this scenario, we would conceive that a relatively large population of neurons responds to monocular gloss cues, but only a subset of these neurons responds to both monocular and binocular cues. When the classifier is trained on binocular differences, it would select the units that respond to both cues. However, a classifier trained on monocular gloss differences could select voxels reflecting a broad population, many of which do not respond to binocular cues.

More generally, this architecture might suggest that the neural representation of surface material involves a number of colocalized but specialist neuronal populations that respond to a range of different cues that are diagnostic of surface gloss. Previous studies have identified various monocular cues that could contribute to the perception of gloss ([@B2]; [@B13]; [@B16]; [@B17]; [@B22]; [@B23], [@B24]; [@B26]; [@B27]; [@B29]; [@B30]; [@B36], [@B37]; [@B39]; [@B40]; [@B48]; [@B51]) and discussed in detail the computations involved in decomposing the intensity gradients in images of surfaces into distinct causes (shading, texture markings, highlights, etc.). Each of these subtypes may be encoded by specialist populations whose aggregated effect supports the impression of gloss. In the case of the binocular gloss cues that we have studied, it seems likely that the brain exploits information about image locations that are difficult to fuse, due to large vertical (ortho-epipolar) disparities or horizontal (epipolar) disparity gradients whose magnitude exceeds fusion limits ([@B34]). One means of conceptualizing the differences between the binocular stimuli that we used is in terms of the complexity of the binocular disparity signals; i.e., mirror and anti-mirror stimuli could be thought of as more complex (because of the large disparities) than the painted and flat stimuli. Our results suggest differences between these conditions that align to differences in the perceptual impression of gloss. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that the critical differences related to overall disparity complexity per se rather than gloss. Under this scenario, the areas that we have localized might correspond to a halfway house between a metric based on complexity and one based on the appearance of gloss. Nevertheless, our observation of transfer between monocular and binocular gloss cues is suggestive of a representation of gloss per se.

In summary, we used systematic manipulation of binocular gloss cues to test for cortical areas that respond to surface material properties. We show the involvement of regions within the ventral and dorsal streams and draw direct comparisons with cortical responses defined by monocular gloss cues. Our results point to the potential integration of binocular and monocular cues to material appearance in area V3B/KO that showed partial evidence for transfer between different signals.
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